Justin's Performance Center
301 Serendipity Drive
Millersville, MD 21108
www.JPCracing.com
E-Mail: Tech@jpcracing.com
866-JPC-RACE
JPC Racing Axle Back P/N: 001axleback
2011-2012 Axle back kit

***WARNING***
This document and the images within it are the copyrighted intellectual property of Justin's Performance Center. They may not be
reproduced or distributed in anyway, including electronic duplication and publication, without the express written consent of Justin's
Performance Center. By installing this product the end user is agreeing to hold Justin's Performance Center, its staff, and business
associates (hereto referred as JPC) harmless from any and all damages that may result, both directly and/or indirectly, from the use and or
installation of this product. JPC will not be held responsible for any damages whatsoever. This is a performance enhancing product, and it
is understood that the user is aware of, and liable for, any damages that result from the use and or misuse of this product.
NOTE: This product should be installed by, or under the supervision of, a qualified performance automotive specialist. Failure to do so may result in
major property damage, serious injury, and or death. Be sure to exercise caution when driving your vehicle. Safety must be your primary concern!
Always obey posted traffic laws and limits. Drive within the limits of the law, the limits of safety, and the limits of your ability.

Parts Included
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JPC 36 x 16 x 16” Box
JPC Installation directions
JPC Racing Axle Back Mufflers
JPC OEM Style 2.75” SEC Ball Clamps

Installation Instructions













Raise and support vehicle, remember always use jack stands for safety
Loosen Clamps that retain mufflers to "over axle" pipes
Remove the fasteners for the muffler hangers from the body of the car.
Remove mufflers from the undercarriage with hangers still attached.
Loosen clamps from the stock "over axle" pipes at the H pipe connection.
Remove hangers from stock mufflers and reinstall on new JPC mufflers in the same position they came off.
Install new clamp on the JPC muffler.
Install your JPC muffler by reinstalling the muffler hangers with the factory hardware.
Align mufflers for best fit then tighten the over axle clamp.
Equalize protrusion of the tips from under the car by sliding the over axle pipes in or out.
Tighten the H pipe to over axle pipe clamp
Check for leaks

Thank You for purchasing your JPC Racing parts!
www.JPCRACING.com
866-JPC-RACE
Email: Tech@jpcracing.com

